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What’s in the dental news

A report published this year by the office for national statistics shows that
dentists and dental nurses rank amongst the highest in a survey looking
at job satisfaction.

Out of a list of people surveyed from 274
professions, dentists ranked 31st most satisfied
and dental nurses were even higher in 21st
position. Interestingly, the survey found that pay
did not seem a factor in determining how happy
people were with their job. Perhaps the privilege
we have in being in a position to help people and
transform, in some cases, people’s lives and self
confidence is what makes us so happy in our
work. We are sometimes astounded at the

reactions we receive when we have completed a course of treatment that changes the
way people look and feel – it is definitely one of the highlights of our profession.

Lily has now taken on a new role in the practice as treatment care coordinator (TCO). A
TCO is the patient point of contact for all queries relating to treatments, especially for
patients undergoing large dental treatments.  Lily will be able to help with scheduling,
explaining clinical treatments already recommended by your dentists and finance options. 

Lily is uniquely placed to offer this service. Having joined our practice when we opened
over fifteen years ago, Lily has built a great relationship with many of our patients. If you
have any concerns or questions about your teeth or you want to know more about a
dental treatment you’ve been thinking about for some time, you can arrange a time to see
Lily for a chat and a coffee.
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Consultations with Lily, our treatment
coordinator are FREE.... talk” away!

Did you know?

47%of
people

notice
yoursmile

when they meet you

Here at Dental Clinic Radlett we love smiles!



Focus on Oral Cancer
The facts and what you can do to help prevent this disease.

Cancer is a word that we all dread hearing, but unfortunately it happens.  Oral cancer is a
term for a group of cancers that include the lip, tongue, mouth, oropharynx, piriform sinus,
hypopharynx and other sites of the lip, oral cavity and pharynx.  Now if all this sounds a bit
too medical for you, don’t worry because we are the ones that are highly trained to
recognise the signs of oral cancer and are able to help you.  

The most important things to be aware of are how to reduce your risk of oral cancer.

Oral cancer has been subject to much research for many years and as a result treatments
have become much more effective.  Treatment successes and patients outcomes are
therefore much better today than they were. As with many aspects of dentistry and general
health prevention is better than cure – this is especially true of oral cancer.

Lifestyle and diet and regular dental checks – these two areas will help you reduce your risk
of oral cancer.

Lifestyle and diet

Poor lifestlye and diet can contribute to many
different illnesses, not just oral cancer.  So
living a sensible and active life can help with
overall health and wellbeing.  

Fact: More than two-thirds or oral cancers in
men and more than half in women in the UK
are caused by smoking.

This is a staggering fact and the dangers of
smoking are well documented.  We cannot stress enough that
smoking is a big no, no!  So here are some tips for you:

If you don’t smoke – NEVER START. If you do smoke – TRY AND
STOP ASAP

There is lots of help available to stop smoking so talk to us
about it; we can lead you in the right direction.  Also your GP is
a good point of contact to help you.

Fact: More than a third of oral cancers in men and
around a sixth in women in the UK are linked to
alcohol consumption.

Moderation is a key word when considering how much
alcohol you consume. You should always stay within the
government guidelines for safe consumption.  Most people
like to relax and have a couple of beers or glasses of wine
with friends but this needs to be occasional, rather than a
regular habit.  Alcohol can have a detrimental effect on all
areas of your mouth, so please consider cutting down if
you are over indulging.

Fact: More than half of oral cancer cases in the UK are linked to insufficient fruit
and vegetable intake.

Having a varied diet with lots of fresh fruit and vegetables are key ingredients to a healthy
lifestyle and this fact speaks for itself.  The nutrients and antioxidants that are in fruit and
vegetables help greatly with keeping your skin and soft tissue areas healthy. 

Regular dental checks

Having regular dental health checks with us
here at the Clinic is paramount because this is
where we will pick up any signs of oral cancer
and the sooner this is detected the more
chance there is of successful treatment. We
carry out full oral cancer checks with every
check up appointment, so please do not miss
any of them.  

Have you ever wondered what we do when we look into your mouth?  This may not seem
very much to you when we take a look and convey information to the dental nurse during
examinations but we look at every area of your mouth.  This includes your teeth, gums and
all of your soft tissue areas including your tongue, cheeks and oral cavity.  Did you know
that the health of your teeth and gums could be a general indicator for other health
problems such as heart disease? So you can see how important these regular checks are.

If you look at these key areas you are really helping yourself cut down on the possibility of
contracting oral cancer.

Do you have any questions?  We are here to help and answer them – please
talk to us.

* Source of information – Cancer Research UK.  Taken from the most up to date information available as at June 2014

More than 9 in
10 people

diagnosed withcancer of the lipwill survive forfive years and
beyond.*

Around
6,800 peoplewere diagnosedwith oral cancer in2011 – that is 18
people per

day!*



Smile makeovers

The very first thing we will do is talk to you.  We want you to tell us your aspirations for your
smile and then we will talk to you about how we can help you achieve this.  There are
several makeover programmes that have featured smile transformations and the
difference this can make is immense.  In reality it will probably take quite a bit longer to
achieve a beautiful smile, especially if there are a number of different treatments needed. 

How we look at transforming your smile

Once we have talked to you about what you would like to achieve with your smile we will
thoroughly examine you and take some x-rays.  This is important because before we start
changing anything with your teeth we need to know what is happening in your gums also.
Your teeth and gums also play an important part of how your face looks, so we will carry
out a facial analysis.  We will also evaluate the colour, size and alignment of your teeth and
gums and whether these are proportional in relation to the face. All of this is very important
when considering a smile makeover.

A smile makeover can include one or more different treatments such as teeth whitening,
porcelain veneers (these are used regularly on makeover programmes), porcelain crowns,
dental implants or orthodontic treatment (teeth straightening). Here at Dental Clinic Radlett
we have the expertise and experience to carry out these smile treatments for you.

After we have discussed with you your options we will then give you a written treatment
plan together with the costs.  This treatment plan will detail what is needed and the
timescale involved.  To help our patients budget for their care we offer a range of different
options including interest free credit. 

When is a good time to have these treatments?

We regularly have patients come to see us and tell us that they have not been happy with
their smile since there were teenagers and they are now in their 50’s or 60’s!  For some
reason some patients find it difficult to talk to us about their smile or even about their oral
health.  Please do not be embarrassed about anything – as Dentists I think we can safely
say that we have probably seen it or heard it all before.  We are always delighted when
patients trust us with their thoughts and their dental care.

We also have some older patients that think it is too late to have dental implants or other
treatments.  This is not the case – what better than to enjoy the confidence dental implants
can give you in your golden years.

So, there is never a better time to talk to us than NOW!  

Smiles – it’s not all about teeth!

The old saying of ‘Beauty is in the eye of the beholder’ is

very true when it comes to smiles.  Smiles are very

personal and what we would consider a beautiful smile

is not possibly what you would like.  As highly trained

dentists we know what is achievable and what

treatments are available but if all you want is your teeth

a little brighter or a small gap filling then an all singing

all dancing smile is probably not for you.



Keeping ahead with 
on-line communications

Social media platforms such as Facebook and Twitter provide a
fantastic way for our patients to keep up to date with all the latest news
at the dental clinic. Regularly updated, our posts offer news items and
informative pieces on dental treatments and oral health issues. It also
pays to follow us because every month we post a new special offer for
a dental treatment which you’ll be the first to her about.

It costs nothing to follow us. All you need is a Twitter or Facebook
account and click to follow us or like our Facebook page. You can find
us on both platforms by searching dentalradlett.

Youtube – did you know that we have our own Youtube channel?  
Well we do!  We post a monthly video on there detailing our monthly
promotion – these video are a fun and easy way to hear about what is
happening at the practice.  

Our website 
a window of wonderful information

Within the last year we have completely revamped
our web site – we have made this easy to navigate
and it is filled with a wealth of information about the
practice, the team and treatments we have
available.  You will also see that we have different
monthly offers, open days, new information and lots
more happening all the time.  So please visit the site
at least each month to benefit from updates and
offers available.  

Many will have noticed that in the last six to nine months, we have really increased our social
media profile. For the less technical, this means we have developed a Facebook and Twitter
following.  As a forward thinking dental practice we embrace all forms of marketing and
communication that keeps us in touch with our patients and social media is definitely one of
the up and coming mediums that we are enjoying. 

What a difference a
treatment can make…
With the advances in modern dentistry there are now so many choices for improving your
smile.  Three treatments that will really make a huge difference are porcelain veneers, dental
implants and Cfast™ cosmetic teeth alignment.

Porcelain veneers

These are used on many of the makeover programmes that are seen on TV.  This is because
they can completely transform a smile. Veneers work very much like false nails – a thin piece
of porcelain is fitted to the front of a prepared tooth. Veneers can be used to fill small gaps,
cover chipped teeth and change the shape of your teeth.  Veneers are the choice of many
celebrities because they really can have the WOW factor!

Dental implants

For patients that have experienced tooth loss it can be very upsetting, especially when
multiple teeth are lost.  Dental implants are a very effective way of replacing missing teeth
and they look, feel and function just like your own. Dental implants can also be used to secure
dentures.  We also use a system called All-on-4®, which is four implants used to secure an
arch of dentures – for suitable patients this can sometimes be done in just one day!

Cfast™

This cosmetic alignment system works by straightening
your front teeth in as little as 3-6 months.  This system uses
very discreet brackets and wires and is suitable for the top
and bottom front six teeth. We have seen some amazing
results for our patients and because the length of
treatment is shorter than most other straightening
systems the costs are reduced – this makes this treatment
not only very effective but also more affordable.

Cfast™ stands for....

www.den ta l - rad l e t t . com

Flexible finance
options
Talk to Lily our Treatment Care
Coordinator about how you can
enjoy these treatments now and
spread the costs.

Terms and conditions apply.
Subject to status.



Don’t forget....

....to brush your teeth for two minutes at least twice a day

....to floss

....to cut down on sugary and acidic food and drinks

....to visit us regularly

www.dental-radlett.com
        

DentalRadlett DentalRadlett


